Extension Phrase Generator

To use, choose any number from zero to 999. Look up the word in each column that corresponds to the digits you chose, and string them together to form a phrase.

For example, the number 012 yields "integrated organizational initiative."

The phrase generator can be of great help when your copy seems too simple, or when you don't know what to say, but you want it to sound good.

0. integrated       0. management       0. capability
1. overall          1. organizational    1. program
2. systematized     2. reciprocal        2. initiative
3. responsive       3. transitional      3. implementation
4. optimal          4. transitional      4. dialog
5. compatible       5. client-oriented   5. motivation
6. flexible         6. innovative        6. parameters
7. meaningful       7. optional          7. resources
8. viable           8. planned           8. feedback
9. ongoing          9. advanced          9. prioritization
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